
Bring Your Character to Life 
Section 1: Get Started  
Lecture 1: Intro 
Hi there! I hope all is well. My name is Nadia, and I’ll be working with you during this 
creative writing session. 

Character development is an integral part of creating literature. Characters tell your on 
your behalf. They encourage you to emotionally invest in your own story, by helping 
you understand themes and concepts; they instigate or reinforce some sense of 
identity, and of course, they provide the same rewards for your audience as well. But 
sometimes, we struggle with creating convincing characters, who remain believable 
and consistent from beginning to end. Have you ever wondered what the secret is to 
a long-standing, successful TV show? What’s kept it in popular demand (even if you’re 
not a fan)? 

It’s often the character or characters that hook an audience. Whether the protagonist 
is kind-hearted, or inherently evil, we can become empathetic, sympathetic and eager 
to see them achieve their goals…if they’re the protagonist…we’d want to see them 
defeated or change for the better if they’re the antagonist.  

Many professional writers, dedicate huge amounts of time to character development.  
They consider all things from appearance, to cultural and environmental backgrounds, 
belief systems to light-hearted musings, friends and enemies, a likely innate response 
to a serious situation, to little phrases, quirks and habits.  

With every scene, act or chapter written, a professional writer often asks: “Would my 
character really say that? Is this how they’d respond? Based on who they are, do they 
even belong in this scene? Based on the personality I’ve created for them, how 
adaptable can they be?” 

You might have a great idea for a story, but without convincing a character or 
characters to play it out, you will loose your audience. Even writers who develop 
scene-by-scenes with the hope of finding actors capable of bringing the story to life 
with great improvisation have some sort of character ideal in mind.That’s why this 
exercise is so useful. I’ve used it in many of my writers workshops —responses have 
been very positive, so I’m pretty sure you’ll benefit from this too. 
Let’s begin. 
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Lecture 2: How it works 
We’ll kick-start with the ‘Get Thinking’ section; It’s centred around a character 
development exercise called ‘The Hexagon Analysis.’ You’ll notice I’ve left a few 
goodies in the resources column. Dive straight into those, make notes, etc. It’s all 
there to help you with the up-coming quiz.  

Then we’ll move onto the ‘Get Creative’ section where you’ll use what you’ve learned 
to create the character or characters who will drive your story forward. If you’re not 
creating these beings from scratch, that’s fine, you can use this section to help you 
understand the person or other life form you’re focusing on, whether they are a case 
study for an essay, or other. It really is up to you. I’d suggest sketching out your own 
hex analysis diagram before you get to this section, because you’re going to be met 
with a bunch of questions that will allow you to flesh out your character even more so, 
and if you’re just staring at a blank page or screen, it might be a bit tricky, especially if 
you do have writers’ block. The next lecture has some more tips. Once you’re done 
with the ‘Get Creative’ section, we’ll glide into the Course Wrap-up, where I’ll be giving 
tips on how you can use you literature for other areas in your life whether it be 
professional, academic or maybe something a little more personal. There’ll also be a 
bit of info re other Scribble Online courses as well as other Scribble Ink programmes 
and services, not to mention additional gems such as info re AQA and Arts Award 
accreditation. 

Lecture 3: Tips 
1) Take your time: Download the resources and read over them more than 

once if you have to. Highlight and make notes. Thank about what might 
apply to your work. Be inspired.  

2) When it comes to getting creative, Find a comfortable place to work; 
your go to space for creativity; a library, your kitchen, a coffee shop or a 
cardboard box (if you’ve opted for the cardboard box, just makes sure you 
have a bit of leg room). 

3) Now as strange as it sounds, just trust me on this: close your eyes, take a 
deep breath in, hold for a second, and exhale. Repeat this a few times, 
and with every exhale, do what you can to clear your mind.  

4) Enjoy the creative process! Just have fun with this course. 

Now let’s get thinking! 
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Section 2: Get Thinking 

Lecture 4: Read, Reflect and Quiz 
The hexagon analysis is a method I came up with during my time with the BBC. It was 
inspired by an exercise (that doesn’t have a name, it was just a very grassroots 
process that took place when we were drafting characters for our story) that worked 
well for myself and members of the writing team  I was a part of. The hexagon analysis 
suggests that every character has six major components which allows them to 
become believable, engaging, story-driven life forms.These include a character mask, 
fear,troubles, true self, dark side and strength, and these attributes are carried in this 
being, whether it’s a person, a plant or another thing you’ve decided it will be. 
Overtime, the intricacies of this character will take you beyond this six point diagram. 
But it’s a great place to start, as i’ve found for myself when I’m writing, and when I’ve 
mentored others, especially when they have writers’ block. A version of the hex an, 
along with some other useful pointers, is available in the resources section. Have a 
read through it. Make notes and really absorb the information. And then when you’re 
ready, take the quiz. Don’t worry! The quiz is there to help you recap the information 
you’ve taken in. It’s not life or death. Relax, and have fun with it. 

	  
Section 3: Get Creative 
Lecture 5 
And now it’s time for you to bring your character to life. Take a moment to think of a 
character—perhaps one you’re currently working on (maybe even struggling with), 
someone you vaguely know, you’d like to get to know, brushed past while boarding 
the train, or you could be thinking them up right now. Please note, this character does 
not have to be human. It might help if you draft your own hexagon analysis to start. 
Then as you take part in the upcoming exercise, you can continue to build the 
diagram. 

Step into this character you’re thinking of: Become the person or thing you’re 
imagining. You no longer exist in this paradigm. Whilst this character may be ‘like you’ 
they are NOT YOU. Challenge yourself to do away with all you’ve been thinking of 
earlier; this character doesn’t know about what you have on your to do list, when you 
need to go and pick up the kids, what you need to add to the shopping list, when you 
need to send that email or make that deadline… they know nothing of your existence. 

Don’t worry if your character isn’t fully formed yet, the following sections will help you 
refine him/her/it. In a moment, you’ll see some questions appear on your screen. Write 
down the answers — the first thing that comes off the top of your head. Don’t 
hesitate, worry about the technicalities or practicalities, and certainly do not worry 
about feeling silly or getting things ‘wrong’. Let yourself go and just have fun with it! 
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QUESTIONS 

Lecture 5: Turn your answers into something great…
Now take a moment to read through your answers and make a monologue, poem, a 
scene, short story or other. Feel free to take bits out that don’t belong, and embellish 
wherever necessary. 

Lecture 6: Ok, pens down, your time (at least for this exercise) is up. 
Congratulations! Not only have you finished this exercise, you’ve also completed one 
part of a Scribble Online training module. To find out how you can have your work 
accredited, or use it as part of an extended Scribble Ink programme,visit, 
www.scribbleink.com, or email online@scribbleink.com if you have any questions. 

In addition to the extended programmes we offer, make sure you create 
opportunities for yourself… 

Section 4: Course Wrap-up 
Lecture 7: How to use your literature 
In your own time, continue adding more to this character. Add weight to your 
ideas by researching facts about their environment, their beliefs, what they do for a 
living, etc. And don’t procrastinate! The longer you neglect this character, the more 
likely it is that your character will neglect you — he/she/it will become weaker, less 
convincing, and may no longer compliment your story. 
Step into the brave: Yes this exercise is primarily for you, but once you’ve 
transformed your notes into fluent poetry or prose, you could have a fantastic piece of 
marketing material on your hands! Use it as a biography for your website or blog.. in 
fact, this could also be a blog post. If you haven’t posted anything in a while, this 
could fill a void. 
Repeat the exercise as many times as you like: Create a new character which 
this one can have a dialogue with. Consider their dynamic; how well do they 
compliment or clash with each other? Why do they compliment or clash?  
Then Use this as a launchpad for a scene, or a scene-by-scene. 
Collaborate with others: Know any artists in other disciplines? Why not share this 
work with them and see what they can interpret from this. I’ve found it useful when 
working with illustrators. The end result has always been successful, especially when 
creating work for exhibitions. 
Keep the work you’ve done in this exercise near your work station: Working on 
a stage or screen play, a novel or collection of short stories where this character 
features? Keep the work you’ve done in this exercise near your work station, so that 
as you develop your literature, you can keep referring back to this if you ever get 
stuck. 
Use this work for other academic purposes: If you’re struggling to create 
literature for a writing class and you need to submit something soon, you could use 
this. 
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How was it? 

How did you find this exercise? 
What would you change or do differently? 
What will you do with this draft? 
Feel free to leave your comments with us, and we’ll consider them for the next 
exercise, or celebrate with you if a great thing comes from this experience. 

Thanks for doing me today and a hearty well done to you! Not only have you finished 
this nano, you’ve also completed an integral part of Scribble Online training. To find 
out how you can have your work accredited, or use it as part of an extended Scribble 
Ink programme, check out the Scribble Online Course Guidebook, the Assessment 
Criteria Handbook, or contact me. All info is in the resource section and in any links 
I’ve pasted. 

Fade out.
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